
5 Article Writing Tips for Beginners 
we are talking about five article writing tips for beginners so if you are someone who's been thinking about 

writing articles freelance writing and you just want some tips to maybe help you get started help you pick 

the right gigs help you pick the easy cash jobs that's what you're gonna get in today's video so keep 

watching for those who don't know me I'm Lex Deville and on this channel we help people escape 

corporate prison and build a freelance Empire we share a lot of freelance and freelance writing tips each 

week so if you're new consider subscribing today we're talking about 5 article writing tips for beginners a 

lot of people believe that academic essay is low pay work and then it's oversaturated that's actually not the 

case at all and in today today in today's video I'm gonna show you what I look for in articles that helps me 

pick articles that are gonna be fast to write easy to write pay well and are just generally gonna be worth my 

time so if that's what you're looking for let's go ahead and dive into those five tips article writing tips for 

beginners alright so tip number one never take an article over a thousand words unless it's worth it this is a 

big one because I see a lot of people taking these huge academic essay a thousand words two thousand 

words ten thousand words I don't know I haven't seen too many ten thousand words but you need to make 

it worth it and this is one of the biggest beginner mistakes there's people out there $5 $15 per thousand 

words or even more words than that and that is just not worth your time because you can't break it down 

into a way that makes sense for you because if you have to write a thousand words and that takes you an 

hour and you make fifteen bucks for that article then you got paid fifteen bucks an hour but if it takes you 

to two hours because it's a thousand word article or more then you only got paid half of that and that's not 

very good that's seven dollars and fifty cents an hour I don't think that's minimum wage is there anywhere 

in the United States where that is minimum wage I don't know but you wouldn't want to take articles that 

are over a thousand words unless it's worth it so what is worth it to me I would probably do it anywhere 

from sixty to a hundred dollars if you're on the freelance platforms maybe more if you're going outside of 

those places if you're doing like old email or something you know you'll you'll want to pitch it out a little bit 

higher because people are gonna be willing to pay those higher rates anyway that's the bottom line with 

that one just don't do it stick to stuff that's under a thousand words I prefer the 500 range I think that's a 

good word counted it matches up for SEO purposes and it's just a really good solid quick and easy to right 

article and it's gonna make it more worth your time if you stick to articles that are in that range by the way 

if you want to take a deep dive into academic essay writing that goes even beyond what I can give you in 

these five tips I'll post a link up above to of course I just launched on article writing it's a udemy course you 

can get it for like ten bucks if you use my link with the coupon code anyway let's go straight into tip number 

two that's gonna be avoid articles that cover hard topics you don't want to take like super technical articles 

you don't want to take stuff that where you're explaining rocket science unless you're explaining it in super 

simple terms you don't want to write a technical manual for a military Jeep and how to change the oil 

maybe you do but I don't that's something I wouldn't personally want to do because that's gonna be harder 

to write and remember the more time it takes me to write the less pay I'm making overall so even if I build 

high rates if it's taking me a long time to write these articles then that's just cutting down the actual 

amount of pay versus time that I have and I want more free time and I want more pay so if you want to 

make this into a full-time thing for you where it can be actually worth it and build build up to either good 

part-time rates or full-time rates or even beyond then you need to stick to articles that are not going to be 

hard to write you want fast articles you want simple articles go in there write simple articles boom 30 

minutes 15 minutes whatever it takes and then you submit it you're done and you get paid that's how I like 

it that's what makes sense for me maybe that makes sense for you as a beginner I would think so tip 

number three niche down for high pay money's in the niche people when it comes to article writing you can 

be a high level writer you can write about the biggest topic you can write about travel or and food and all 

these different things and you can have all those just like different skill sets but I like to pick a niche and I 

like to stick to that niche for a while because that's how you become an expert in the niche by expert I just 

means somebody who has proof to back you up credible credibility markers are Authority you can show 

that you've done some of these articles and by being able to show that you've done past articles that's 

gonna help clients want to pay you more money because you're an expert in that topic so I wouldn't be 
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writing about travel and food and I don't know jumping out of airplanes and all this other different stuff I 

would pick one of those and that would be my niche at least for a while so if you're thinking about getting 

into articles you're a beginner pick a niche it's worth it you can start out writing for you know here here and 

here but as you go on niche down a little bit pick one specific area and make that your focus so that you can 

build higher rates and start to establish yourself as an expert alright tip number four set minimum rates and 

don't go lower there's a lot of clients out there who are gonna want to pay you low rates there's a lot of 

especially on up work on other freelance platforms you're gonna find clients who are wanting to build they 

want to pay $1 for I don't know 500 words they want to pay $5 for a thousand words up to maybe $15 at 

the top end you want to set certain rates like a pay floor and you want to stick to those rates no matter 

what don't go lower even if you're not getting work for a little bit just wait just be patient and don't go 

lower than those rates because if you do it's really gonna hurt you in the long run because you'll end up 

getting you'll like given this pattern of taking those you'll be at those $15 rates you'll say man I need double 

the amount of articles that I needed before at my minimum rates just to make the same amount of money 

so I've got to I've got to try and pick up these because those were easy to pick up they were fast for me to 

get and now I've got to do double that to get my the level of pay I need for the month but you don't want 

to get stuck in that pattern because it can get you caught up in a loop soon you're feeling burnt out you're 

feeling tired exhausted from writing and you don't even want to write anymore and then eventually you 

give up your dreams and you just I don't know you rot away in a corner or something that is not how you 

want to be so set your minimums know what those minimums are to get you the amounts of money that 

you need each month and then focus on that and only accept those minimum rates do not go below that 

tip number five this is a big one take more work than you think you can handle because you can handle 

more work than you realize and I this is probably the biggest mistake freelancers make as beginners as 

beginner article writers you take one article you take three articles a week maybe even take 10 articles a 

week and you think man I'm really I'm really pushing the envelope here and I don't think I can take 

anymore but the fact is you can take way more if you're doing 500 word articles then 2 articles is only a 

thousand words and 4 articles is only 2 out two thousand words and six articles is only three thousand 

words when I was publishing ebooks I was writing books at ten thousand words a day that's a lot of freaking 

words and when you break it down into 500 word articles that's a lot of articles now if you imagine you're 

taking $30 or $50 per article and you can build up to that what's 50 times that amount that's a lot so you 

can I think I calculated it out the other day that you could get up to like 16 articles at 30 minutes or 

something over the course of a day so imagine you're doing 16 articles at $50 an article five days a week or 

seven days a week or whatever you want to do you can handle these amounts and you can make huge pay 

from it and it's just really it's just a matter of building up to it over time so that's what that's gonna take 

anyway yeah you can take so much more work than you think you can handle but one thing that holds a lot 

of freelancers back is they stopped accepting work or they stopped applying to gigs because they think that 

they can't take that much work they think that it's going to be too much and overwhelming but here's the 

thing if you get to a point where you actually can't handle the work then it's time to outsource and it's time 

to hand over some of that work and start bringing on a team building a team creating an agency and 

expanding this is how you expand your freelance business so just be thinking about that I think that that's a 

good final tip to leave off on and that's where we're gonna leave it for today if you want more of these tips 

subscribe click the get notification bell I'm happy to have you in our little group here always fun make sure 

you check out the description for the links and stuff that's in there and again if you want the udemy course 

that's totally cool too we just launched it getting a lot of good feedback lots of students enrolled already 

happy to have you with us geez I ran on this stuff to say thank you so much for watching anyway I'm like 

Steve LLL come back for more and I will see you next time [Music] 


